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Piaggio P180 landing gear
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Increase your aircraft availability with our landing gear loaner
and exchange service for Piaggio Avanti family
Reliable take-offs and landings are fundamental to all successful operations. Regular servicing
and maintenance of the system, including overhaul, is therefore a key element of keeping your
P180 Avanti or P180 Avanti II aircraft airworthy, ensuring maximum safety of your operations.
Loaner and exchange landing gear while yours is in service
The RUAG Aviation landing gear loaner and exchange service
keeps your downtimes as short as possible. Take advantage of
our loaner landing gear while yours is overhauled, or choose
to exchange your maintenance-due landing gear for one of our
certified and installation-ready systems. The RUAG Aviation
loaner and exchange service saves you money by reducing
aircraft downtime.
Upgrade to latest generation landing gear
Besides servicing your existing landing gear, we can also
upgrade your aircraft with the latest Magnaghi Aeronautica landing gear – and this to very attractive
conditions. The new Magnaghi landing gear is the same system fitted to the P180 EVO, the latest
generation P180 aircraft from Piaggio. It incorporates a digitally controlled steering system, which
improves ground handling and reduces pilot workload. Maintenance is also reduced, thanks to a
10 000-cycle/15-year overhaul interval. This means fewer downtimes and long-term cost savings, with
overhaul costs around 50 percent lower than those of the Safran system.
Your Piaggio Authorised Service Centre – since 2008
Rely on the expertise of RUAG Aviation’s specialists in Lugano-Agno, Switzerland, to get your Piaggio
P180 back in the air quickly and with minimum downtime. The RUAG one-stop shop in Lugano-Agno
offers a comprehensive range of services for the Piaggio P180, serving customers all over the world.
RUAG one-stop shop solutions are available from a single source and include aircraft MRO,
inspections on PT6A-66/6B engines, component overhaul, cabin interiors, aircraft painting, system
upgrades, component services, AOG, FBO, and support and consulting. As an official Hartzell
Recommended Service Facility, RUAG can also take care of propeller overhaul on your Piaggio.
Entrust your Piaggio Avanti aircraft to our MRO services and benefit from 30 years of experience in
business aviation. Contact us today.
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